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Abstract


Background: While the percent of persons 65 and older is expected to increase to 17% of the world’s population by 2050, this increase in longevity does not necessarily suggest a parallel increase in health status. While aging is an inevitable aspect of living, there are factors which can accelerate morbidity and mortality, as well as factors likely to promote a healthy transition into longevity. This paper addresses behavioural and complementary interventions for healthy neurocognitive aging. Specific evidence-based cardiovascular exercise guidelines, sleep hygiene strategies to improve restorative sleep, and dietary modifications to improve brain and heart health are reviewed. Also reviewed are neurofeedback and brain brightening neuromodulation interventions to limit mental declines often associated with aging. Research evidence tying behavioural and complimentary treatment interventions to improved outcomes in older persons with Alzheimer’s and other dementias is also presented. Methods: Evidence based perspective paper offered on the basis of clinical neuropsychological experience and review of relevant research literature. Results: Evidence-based practice guidelines and research studies addressing behavioral and complementary interventions to support healthy neurocognitive aging were reviewed. Mounting research evidence reviewed herein supports identification of Exercise, Sleep and Diet/Nutrition as core health modifiers for healthy neurocognitive aging. Easy to adopt behavioural interventions as well as some innovative treatment interventions were reviewed to delay or minimize the normal physical and mental decline often associated with aging. Adjunct activities and interventions such as neurofeedback, neuromodulation, sauna and supplements being investigated also show some promise for healthy neurocognitive aging. Conclusions: Normal aging does not inevitably portend acquisition of chronic health problems and faltering mental acuity. As we have attempted to show, avoidance of certain unhealthy habits and behaviors and adoption of healthy habit and behavioural alternatives can foster good mental and neurocognitive health throughout the lifespan.
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1. Introduction


Worldwide, the population age 65 and older is growing exponentially [1]. The percent of persons 65 and older is 8.5 percent and is expected to increase to 17% of the world’s population by 2050, with the oldest adults living in North American and Europe. However, this increase in longevity does not necessarily suggest a parallel increase in health status. Additionally, for the current middle age population, life expectancy is shorter than that of current older adults. How can this be in a time of advances in medical care, diagnosis and treatment, and pharmaceuticals?


While aging is an inevitable aspect of living, there are factors which can accelerate morbidity and mortality, and factors likely to promote a healthy transition into longevity. Rates of childhood obesity are skyrocketing [2]. The cause is multifactorial. School systems are reducing emphasis on physical fitness and health due to financial cost and ostensibly a need for more classroom time to help students pass standardized tests [3]. Food companies spend billions of dollars marketing unhealthy foods to children, especially with Saturday morning cartoons and children's programming [4]. The rise in social media and computerized devices has increased sedentary behaviour and perhaps altered both healthy physical and cognitive development in children and adolescents [5]. Unfortunately, many of these sedentary and overweight children become pre-diabetic and pre-metabolic young adults, who have a higher likelihood of developing “heart disease, Type 2 diabetes, metabolic syndrome and many types of cancer” in middle-age [6]. There is mounting data that middle age sedentary behaviour, obesity, diabetes, and hypertension are precursors of earlier onset dementia [7].


As rehabilitation neuropsychologists who evaluate older adults for cognitive and memory disorders, it is dismaying to see the growing incidence of metabolic and cardiovascular disease associated with obesity and sedentary behaviours. Many of the dementias may be due to poor lifestyle choices, and not primary medical illnesses or genetics [8]. These lifestyle choices are modifiable. This paper will explore factors and interventions which have shown promise in promoting healthy neurocognitive aging and slowing abnormal neurocognitive aging such as dementia and age-related memory loss [9]. Primary areas covered will include what has been referred to as the “Holy Trinity” of positive behavioural interventions to promote healthy aging: Exercise, Sleep, and Diet. Ancillary interventions are also reviewed.


2. Exercise


Multiple organizations have developed guidelines for activity levels to reach therapeutic benefits from exercise. Numerous studies have documented the increase in neurocognitive performance from exercise interventions. The aetiology is not clear, but such factors as increases in brain derived neurotrophic factor, glial cell neurotrophic factor, lowering of insulin resistance, increases in cardiovascular and cerebrovascular blood flow, and increases in all neurotransmitter production and balance are among hypotheses studied. Cognitively, exercise is felt to increase working memory and executive functioning. Normalized neuroelectrical functioning of the brain (suggestive of better cognitive functioning) has been found with both intense and incidental everyday exercise. Psychologically, exercise has been associated with reductions in depression and anxiety as well as concomitant increases in self-esteem and quality of life. These psychological factors can lead to a greater sense of optimism and efficacy, prompting participation in other health promotion behaviours.


2.1 Exercise Guidelines


In their Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans 2nd Edition [10], recently revised guidelines from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Center for Disease Control and Prevention retained the long-standing recommended requirements for cardiovascular exercise to receive therapeutic benefits for physical, psychological and neurocognitive health [11]. Globally, these recommendations were issued by the World Health Organization [12]. For adults under age 65 who do not have contraindicated medical illnesses, 150 minutes of moderate cardiovascular exercise per week is recommended. “Moderate” exercise is defined by the American Heart Association [13] as exercising at 50 to 70% of one's maximum heart rate for age. Alternatively, the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health [14] grades exercise by exertion as measured in Metabolic Equivalent of Tasks or METS, with “Moderate” exercise in the 3 to 6 METS range. The recommended exercise time can be reduced to 75 minutes per week if one exercises at a "Vigorous “level”, defined as an exercise heart rate greater than 75-85% of one's age-adjusted maximum, or exercise exertion greater than 6 METS. Muscle strengthening activities involving the major muscle groups are recommended two or more days per week. For Older Adults age 65 and greater, the time recommendations double to 300 minutes of moderate cardiovascular exercise per week, or 150 minutes of vigorous cardiovascular exercise, or some combination of the two levels of intensity. A new PAG-2 recommendation for the older group is for balance training, which is needed to counteract problems with gait and balance dysfunction with typical aging. Balance training also can help prevent or reduce fall risk associated with serious health consequences such as hip or vertebral fractures or geriatric traumatic brain injury. Further, more sophisticated forms of balance training such as tai chi are felt to improve executive functioning by exercising the prefrontal lobe cortex motor fields. One major change to the CDC PAG-2 recommendations is that the prior recommendation for at least a 10 consecutive minute period of moderate to vigorous physical activity (termed “bouted MVPA”) has been dropped, as newer evidence shows positive effects for reduced metabolic syndrome with bouted and nonbouted but intense physical activity [15]. Because removal of the minimum 10 minute sustained duration guideline “encourages Americans to move more frequently throughout the day” [16], it has been well received as “a potential game-changer for boosting population-level physical activity...[as] people are now given permission to move in ways they prefer and that fit into their complex lives” [17].


2.2 Benefits of Exercise 


In addition to reducing the incidence of chronic illness which can impair healthy aging, positive changes from exercising to a therapeutic level include increase in brain volume, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), insulin sensitivity, cardiac health, heart rate variability, and healthy sleep and declines in blood pressure, LDL lipids, cancer risk, and risk of premature death [18,19,20] Psychological benefits of cardiovascular exercise to recommended levels include reduction in depression and anxiety and enhancement of self-esteem, self-efficacy, and quality of life [21,22,23,24]. Neurocognitive benefits have been identified for working memory, attentional processes and executive functioning [23,24,25,26,27]. Most promising, studies indicate that therapeutic exercise may decrease risk, onset time and/or effects of dementia [9,28,29] and may normalize brain EEG against age-related declines in resting alpha peak frequency [30].


2.3 Exercise Options


The type of cardiovascular exercise depends on one's initial fitness level and any comorbid medical illnesses. Weight-bearing exercises such as walking, jogging, running, or exercising on a treadmill or elliptical are highly recommended [10]. In persons with ambulatory, balance or joint problems, options include nonweight-bearing exercise such as a rowing machine, Tai chi or lower impact exercises such as water aerobics [28]. If medically tolerated, the newer approach of High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) optimizes time of work out, and may have benefits greater than steady-state exercise [31,32]. It is postulated that HIIT affects memory abilities mediated by the hippocampus and executive abilities mediated by the frontal cortex. However, research is only currently being conducted to investigate the role of HIIT on Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF) and other mechanisms to support this hypothesis [20]. Incidental physical activity in older adults, such as yard work, housework and caretaking for a spouse or family member has been found to increase cognitive performance and normalize resting state EEG when performed at a sufficiently high level of intensity. High levels of incidental physical activity are positively associated with cognition and EEG activity in aging [33].


3. Sleep


3.1 Sleep and Aging 


Normal aging adversely affects several parameters of sleep. Changes in sleep efficiency, total sleep time, and reductions in percentage of both Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep and slow wave sleep occurs [34]. These changes are usually associated with decrements in cognitive performance, such as attention, working memory, declarative memory, accuracy of performance, and reaction time [35]. Our modern lifestyles are in many ways incongruent with our evolutionary heritage for sleep. While body regulation may function optimally on a 24-hour circadian rhythm where we rise and sleep in line with the sun, technological advances and environmental changes have significantly disrupted our sleep-wake cycles and impinged on restful and restorative sleep. Many electrical devices (lights, TV’s, computers, Smart Phones) give off significant amounts of blue wavelength light in the electromagnetic spectrum. When the brain perceives light, either natural or man-made, the suprachiasmatic nucleus will not signal the pineal gland to release melatonin, needed to begin the sleep cycle. This effect is likely worse in older adults given their already reduced ability to produce and release melatonin. Fortunately, there are many behavioural interventions which can address sleep dysfunction in older adults beyond the exercise guidelines outlined above.


3.2 Benefits of Sleep Hygiene 


Normal aging adversely effects sleep onset and ability to reach deeper levels of restorative sleep. The primary behavioural intervention for primary insomnia is Cognitive Behavioural Therapy for Insomnia (CBT-I). CBT-I postulates that poor sleep involves cognitive distortions about sleep quality as well as poor sleep hygiene. Establishing and maintaining Sleep Hygiene includes implementation of simple behaviour changes such as: developing consistent times to go to bed and wake up, even on weekends; avoidance of daytime napping of greater than 15-20 minutes; restricted use of the bed for sleep and sex; and leaving the bedroom if sleep onset has not occurred within 20 minutes. Supportive approaches include reduction in late evening caffeine intake, alcohol consumption and stimulating exercise activities. The bedroom sleep environment can be modified to be more comfortable by using “black-out” shades or blinds; keeping the bedroom dark and cooled to about 65°F; wearing blue light blocking glasses several hours before bed; and minimizing electronics that emit blue light. Finally, sleep onset and maintenance can be enhanced by practicing relaxation approaches such as mindfulness meditation, listening to relaxation tapes, and self-hypnosis.


Of importance to the aging population is emerging research suggesting a strong role of deep restorative sleep and the prevention of Alzheimer’s Disease. A primary mechanism implicated is the newly-discovered glymphatic system in the brain that essentially washes the brain during deeper stages of sleep [36]. It is thought that this process removes amyloid-beta plaque by-products characteristically seen in Alzheimer’s. Implementation of sleep hygiene protocols may help offset reductions in deep slow wave delta sleep typically seen with aging, hopefully supporting this glymphatic clearance pathway.


4. Diet and Nutrition


While modern technology has adversely affected sleep quality, the modern diet has adversely affected basic health parameters, leading to increases in obesity and chronic illness. Such illnesses in the US and worldwide include diabetes, heart disease, stroke and some types of cancer [37]. As discussed, these illnesses can lead to abnormal brain aging, neurocognitive dysfunction, and poorer mental health. Among dietary approaches, adherence to the simple metabolic equation is a basic way to reduce the incidence of obesity: maintain an energy balance in which the number of calories consumed equals the number of calories used by the body for activities of daily living.


4.1 Benefits of Dietary Modification


While almost any dietary approach can be better than the modern commercial “fast food” diet, many commercial dietary systems focus on weight loss and not necessarily maintenance of a heart or brain healthy diet. A version of the Mediterranean diet, the “MIND” diet (Mediterranean –Dietary Approaches to stop hypertension) has been researched rigorously and found to reduce the incidence of abnormal brain neuropathology [38]. The MIND Diet has also been found to reduce the incidence of Dementia, and conversion of Mild Cognitive Impairment to Dementia [39,40]. The risk for Alzheimer’s disease was reduced when the MIND Diet was paired with exercise. Longevity was increased by an average of four years or longer in persons who developed Alzheimer’s while maintaining a healthy diet. On the other hand, a recent brain MRI study of older persons who survived mainly on a fast food commercial diet showed accelerated brain shrinkage, especially in the memory important hippocampus [41].


4.2 Dietary Guidelines and Caveats for Older Adults


As each person's dietary needs are individual due to a number of biological, social and medical factors, consultation with a registered dietitian or nutritionist is recommended to develop the best dietary plan. With this caveat in mind, research evidence generally associates positive health outcomes and reduced risk of heart disease, stroke and cancer with diets primarily made up of unprocessed foods such as fruits, vegetables, complex carbohydrates and healthy poly- and mono-unsaturated fats from sources such as nuts, seeds, olive oil, and avocados. While the Ketogenic diet (a high fat, low carbohydrate, modest protein diet) has shown efficacy in epilepsy and migraine, it has not been sufficiently researched in dementia or brain trauma and intuitively, it may not be beneficial. Similarly, Intermittent Fasting is a promising area of dietary research that involves time-restricted eating or fasting over a period of hours within a day, or days within a week. Two popular approaches are the 16/8 and 5:2 methods. In mice, where most of the research has been conducted, restricted eating improved neural connections in the hippocampus, which is instrumental in memory. Intermittent fasting may thus be a promising intervention for middle age persons adopting patterns to improve current health and minimize future risk of age-related neurocognitive decline. However, it should be noted that the Alzheimer’s Association does not recommend fasting for older persons, who may already be eating a diet altered by age-related changes in senses of smell and taste, and may become physically vulnerable due to improper nutrition. Similar concerns were noted for intermittent fasting for older persons with dementia and Parkinson’s disease [39].


5. Neurofeedback and Other Brain Training


One biological measure of the functional activity of the human brain is the electroencephalogram (EEG). In normal aging, the EEG reflects changes which are felt to parallel decrements in intellectual abilities and cognitive processing in older adults. There is some controversy about whether these measured processes are normal variants of aging, or actually reflect a neuropathological process. Nevertheless, common findings on the EEG in older adults are characterized by "slowing of the alpha rhythm, increase in slow waves, and focal disturbance" [42]. These electrical measures are felt to reflect slowing of cognitive processing, decrements in working memory and executive functioning, and inter-hemispheric and intra-hemispheric communication difficulties. Neurofeedback and Brain Training approaches discussed below are utilized to modify EEG patterns correlated with adverse neurocognitive effects of aging.


5.1 Background on Neurofeedback


Traditionally, the EEG is a tool of clinical neurology which uses the International 10-20 topographic system to noninvasively measure the amplitude of four broad frequency bands over specific cortical brain sites, primarily to view significant pathology such as epilepsy, tumours, brain injury or metabolic disturbance. The EEG proceeded modern neuroimaging techniques such as CT, MRI and PET scans by decades. Since the 1960s, biological processes in the body have been monitored, including heart rate, respiration, muscle tension, skin conductance, skin temperature, and more recently the EEG. A representation of these processes can be fed back to the person being monitored in the form of auditory and/or visual stimuli. In biofeedback (BFB) interventions, in addition to monitoring such stimuli, the individual is taught through an operant conditioning paradigm to increase or decrease the amount of a signal reflecting the biological process, with the goal of improving health and/or optimizing performance. BFB approaches have been well documented for basic physiological processes such as headache from excessive muscle tension or cold hands from peripheral vascular constriction. Neurofeedback (NFB) involves monitoring and modifying brainwave activity as detected on the EEG.


5.2 Benefits of Neurofeedback


Neurofeedback interventions are currently being applied to altering the usual neuroelectro-physiologic changes seen in normal aging, as well as abnormal processes such as dementia. While initially NFB focused on one brain EEG site, it has since expanded to be used with multiple sites, and in both static and dynamic domains. Doing so, NFB treatment can help reverse the slowing of the alpha rhythm by focusing on one to four brain sites [43,44]. It also can normalize neuro-electrical activity at multiple sites simultaneously, thereby increasing efficient activation and communication throughout the cerebral cortex. This latter technique focuses training on four to nineteen brain sites and is called Live Z Score Training [44].


There is promising research suggesting neurofeedback can improve cognition in the elderly [45]. Neurofeedback to enhance cognitive functioning and to counter the effects of aging has been referred to as ‘‘brain brightening’’ [46,47]. Other research suggests a positive correlation between excessive slow brainwave (theta) activity and mild cognitive impairment or dementia [48]. Two studies found neurofeedback training that involved the inhibition of theta activity in participants aged 60-85 led to improved cognitive performances on neuropsychological tests such as verbal comprehension, attention, orienting, recognition memory, and executive functions [49,50]. Anecdotal evidence suggests that NFB paired with aerobic exercise may further reduce neurocognitive decline in the elderly.


While most traditional physiologic biofeedback interventions have not shown promise for reducing age-related cognitive decline, passive Infrared hemoencephalography (pIR HEG) biofeedback using sensors positioned proximally over the forehead and distal from the frontal lobes measure temperature as an indirect measurement of frontal blood flow. Increasing blood flow and frontal temperature is thought to reflect increased activation of the frontal cortices. In normal ageing, there are cellular atrophy and microvascular changes felt to diminish higher level cortical functions, such as executive abilities and working memory [51]. pIR HEG is an non-invasive , easy intervention which may help with these critical functions in normal aging or pathological conditions [52].


6. Transcranial Neuromodulation Interventions 


Neuromodulation therapies allow focused delivery of modifying agents (e.g. electrical, optical or chemical signals) to targeted areas of the nervous system in order to improve neural function. Neuromodulation differs from traditional neurofeedback by directing stimuli into the brain, rather than passively monitoring the brain’s signals, and changing their frequency and/or intensity by operant conditioning and self-regulation strategies.


6.1 Transcranial Photobiomodulation


A promising area of clinical research in the prevention of neurocognitive decline is the use transcranial photobiomodulation (aka Low Level Light Therapy or LLLT), which involves the non-invasive application of near infrared (NIR) light (typically 810 nm) to a person’s head. NIR, at a specific pulse wavelength, has been shown to penetrate the scalp and skull to the cerebral cortex. One wears a headset with four groups of light emitting diodes that focus on hubs of the important Default Mode Network, a network of brain electrical activity for awareness, cognition and consciousness. Photobiomodulation is thought to enhance mitochondrial function (and therefore ATP production) and reduce neuronal apoptosis in human and animal cells [53]. The postulated mechanism of action for photobiomodulation is increased cerebral oxygenation, which serves to activate neuronal repair and growth while reducing inflammation [54].


6.2 Benefits of Transcranial Photobiomodulation


There is increasing evidence that transcranial photobiomodulation may be effective in the treatment of neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases [54,55,56,57]. In addition there is evidence that the application of NIR to the cerebral cortex can improve mood and cognitive functions in healthy subjects, including enhancing reaction time, attention, memory, and executive functions, all areas that normally decline with advancing age [58,59,60,61].


6.3 Other Transcranial Neuromodulation Interventions


Chemical neuromodulation involves the use of traditional psychopharmacology, which is beyond the scope of this article. Older neuromodulation approaches include electrical and electromagnetic stimulation of the brain through wearable sensors. While this technology has applications for mood disorders such as anxiety and depression, it has not shown efficacy in age-related neurocognitive decline nor in the dementias.


7. Other Approaches to Support Healthy Aging


7.1 Sauna Benefits


The use of saunas for improving overall health has been an area of recent scientific investigation. There is increasing empirical evidence that regular sauna use of at least two to three times per week for 20 minutes at a temperature of 174 F in conventional saunas (and likely less with infrared saunas) may be associated with reduced overall mortality [62], blood pressure [63], and risk of stroke [64], cardiac disease [62], respiratory diseases [65], and Alzheimer’s disease or other causes of dementia [66]. The mechanisms are not completely understood but appear to be related to a reduction in inflammation, blood pressure, insulin resistance, and arterial stiffness in the brain and body [67]. In addition, it is assumed that regular sauna use has effects on hormones such as growth hormone and insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) which promote muscle and body repair and increase neurogenesis. Heat stress from sauna use also increases BDNF when combined with exercise. BDNF increases the growth of new brain cells, the survival of existing neurons, and neuroplasticity, which may lead to increasing cognitive reserve. There is also evidence that exposure to heat via saunas can have positive effects on psychological health [68]. This is likely due to increased release and storage of norepinephrine, which can improve cognitive functions such as attention, and prolactin found to be associated with myelination.


7.2 Supplements


A number of supplements have been studied in hopes to improve health and reduce the effects of aging. The most conservative view regarding supplementation is that supplements are needed only if one is deficient in a certain vitamin or mineral needed for optimal metabolism, and these cannot be obtained through a healthy diet. However, other healthcare providers aggressively recommend supplements. A cautious middle position is that supplements with an adequate evidence base may be useful when used as part of a comprehensive, well monitored healthcare plan. Among the most researched supplements are various precursors to the coenzyme nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+), including components of vitamin B3 such as niacinamide and nicotinamide riboside. NAD+ has been found to decline with age [69], and associated with various age-related diseases [70]. NAD+ has been found to activate anti-aging enzymes such as sirtuins, enzymes that help repair damaged DNA (e.g., PARPs), improve age-related decline in the circadian rhythm [71], and improve mitochondrial health [72]. In addition, healthy NAD+ levels may protect the brain against axonal degeneration [73], and improve cognitive function or slow the progression of Alzheimer’s disease in animal models [74]. Levels of Vitamins D and B-12 are routinely measured in regular physical examinations, given their contribution to physical and cognitive health.


The purported health benefits of red wine are thought to be primarily the result of the polyphenol antioxidant resveratrol that is found in the vines and skin of red grapes. Resveratrol, also available as a supplement, has been found to improve mitochondrial function in animal models [75,76], and may play a role in preventing Alzheimer’s disease [77]. However, the research is contradictory. The recommendation of alcohol use is also controversial. In a recent editorial in the British Medical Journal, Welch notes memory problems from hippocampal atrophy with alcohol use in a dose dependent manner and no health benefit for light drinkers over abstainers [78].


8. Conclusion


Normal aging does not inevitably portend acquisition of chronic health problems and faltering mental acuity. As we have attempted to show, avoidance of certain unhealthy habits and behaviors and adoption of healthy habit and behavioural alternatives can foster good mental and neurocognitive health throughout the lifespan. Resistance to societal pressure, aggressive commercial marketing and immediate gratification in favour of healthier alternatives does require some self-discipline or self-regulation, but ultimately yields health rewards. As discussed, mounting research evidence supports identification of Exercise, Sleep and Diet/Nutrition as core health modifiers for healthy living at any age. Following specific cardiovascular exercise guidelines, implementing sleep hygiene strategies to improve restorative sleep, and maintaining a brain and heart healthy diet can forestall or minimize the normal physical and mental decline often associated with aging. Adjunct activities and complementary interventions such as neurofeedback, neuromodulation, sauna and supplements are also being investigated and show some promise for healthy physical and neurocognitive aging. Ironically, despite impressive and expensive advances in neuroimaging and genetics and their contribution to the neuroscientific study of Alzheimer’s and dementia, research supports behavioural and basic health strategies as most efficacious in a neuroprotective capacity. Behavioural and complementary interventions, coupled with a positive attitude and a supportive community, may help optimize physical and neurocognitive abilities throughout the lifespan.
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Abstract


Background: While the percent of persons 65 and older is expected to increase to 17% of the world’s population by 2050, this increase in longevity does not necessarily suggest a parallel increase in health status. While aging is an inevitable aspect of living, there are factors which can accelerate morbidity and mortality, as well as factors likely to promote a healthy transition into longevity. This paper addresses behavioural and complementary interventions for healthy neurocognitive aging. Specific evidence-based cardiovascular exercise guidelines, sleep hygiene strategies to improve restorative sleep, and dietary modifications to improve brain and heart health are reviewed. Also reviewed are neurofeedback and brain brightening neuromodulation interventions to limit mental declines often associated with aging. Research evidence tying behavioural and complimentary treatment interventions to improved outcomes in older persons with Alzheimer’s and other dementias is also presented. Methods: Evidence based perspective paper offered on the basis of clinical neuropsychological experience and review of relevant research literature. Results: Evidence-based practice guidelines and research studies addressing behavioral and complementary interventions to support healthy neurocognitive aging were reviewed. Mounting research evidence reviewed herein supports identification of Exercise, Sleep and Diet/Nutrition as core health modifiers for healthy neurocognitive aging. Easy to adopt behavioural interventions as well as some innovative treatment interventions were reviewed to delay or minimize the normal physical and mental decline often associated with aging. Adjunct activities and interventions such as neurofeedback, neuromodulation, sauna and supplements being investigated also show some promise for healthy neurocognitive aging. Conclusions: Normal aging does not inevitably portend acquisition of chronic health problems and faltering mental acuity. As we have attempted to show, avoidance of certain unhealthy habits and behaviors and adoption of healthy habit and behavioural alternatives can foster good mental and neurocognitive health throughout the lifespan.
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1. Introduction


Worldwide, the population age 65 and older is growing exponentially [1]. The percent of persons 65 and older is 8.5 percent and is expected to increase to 17% of the world’s population by 2050, with the oldest adults living in North American and Europe. However, this increase in longevity does not necessarily suggest a parallel increase in health status. Additionally, for the current middle age population, life expectancy is shorter than that of current older adults. How can this be in a time of advances in medical care, diagnosis and treatment, and pharmaceuticals?


While aging is an inevitable aspect of living, there are factors which can accelerate morbidity and mortality, and factors likely to promote a healthy transition into longevity. Rates of childhood obesity are skyrocketing [2]. The cause is multifactorial. School systems are reducing emphasis on physical fitness and health due to financial cost and ostensibly a need for more classroom time to help students pass standardized tests [3]. Food companies spend billions of dollars marketing unhealthy foods to children, especially with Saturday morning cartoons and children's programming [4]. The rise in social media and computerized devices has increased sedentary behaviour and perhaps altered both healthy physical and cognitive development in children and adolescents [5]. Unfortunately, many of these sedentary and overweight children become pre-diabetic and pre-metabolic young adults, who have a higher likelihood of developing “heart disease, Type 2 diabetes, metabolic syndrome and many types of cancer” in middle-age [6]. There is mounting data that middle age sedentary behaviour, obesity, diabetes, and hypertension are precursors of earlier onset dementia [7].


As rehabilitation neuropsychologists who evaluate older adults for cognitive and memory disorders, it is dismaying to see the growing incidence of metabolic and cardiovascular disease associated with obesity and sedentary behaviours. Many of the dementias may be due to poor lifestyle choices, and not primary medical illnesses or genetics [8]. These lifestyle choices are modifiable. This paper will explore factors and interventions which have shown promise in promoting healthy neurocognitive aging and slowing abnormal neurocognitive aging such as dementia and age-related memory loss [9]. Primary areas covered will include what has been referred to as the “Holy Trinity” of positive behavioural interventions to promote healthy aging: Exercise, Sleep, and Diet. Ancillary interventions are also reviewed.


2. Exercise


Multiple organizations have developed guidelines for activity levels to reach therapeutic benefits from exercise. Numerous studies have documented the increase in neurocognitive performance from exercise interventions. The aetiology is not clear, but such factors as increases in brain derived neurotrophic factor, glial cell neurotrophic factor, lowering of insulin resistance, increases in cardiovascular and cerebrovascular blood flow, and increases in all neurotransmitter production and balance are among hypotheses studied. Cognitively, exercise is felt to increase working memory and executive functioning. Normalized neuroelectrical functioning of the brain (suggestive of better cognitive functioning) has been found with both intense and incidental everyday exercise. Psychologically, exercise has been associated with reductions in depression and anxiety as well as concomitant increases in self-esteem and quality of life. These psychological factors can lead to a greater sense of optimism and efficacy, prompting participation in other health promotion behaviours.


2.1 Exercise Guidelines


In their Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans 2nd Edition [10], recently revised guidelines from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Center for Disease Control and Prevention retained the long-standing recommended requirements for cardiovascular exercise to receive therapeutic benefits for physical, psychological and neurocognitive health [11]. Globally, these recommendations were issued by the World Health Organization [12]. For adults under age 65 who do not have contraindicated medical illnesses, 150 minutes of moderate cardiovascular exercise per week is recommended. “Moderate” exercise is defined by the American Heart Association [13] as exercising at 50 to 70% of one's maximum heart rate for age. Alternatively, the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health [14] grades exercise by exertion as measured in Metabolic Equivalent of Tasks or METS, with “Moderate” exercise in the 3 to 6 METS range. The recommended exercise time can be reduced to 75 minutes per week if one exercises at a "Vigorous “level”, defined as an exercise heart rate greater than 75-85% of one's age-adjusted maximum, or exercise exertion greater than 6 METS. Muscle strengthening activities involving the major muscle groups are recommended two or more days per week. For Older Adults age 65 and greater, the time recommendations double to 300 minutes of moderate cardiovascular exercise per week, or 150 minutes of vigorous cardiovascular exercise, or some combination of the two levels of intensity. A new PAG-2 recommendation for the older group is for balance training, which is needed to counteract problems with gait and balance dysfunction with typical aging. Balance training also can help prevent or reduce fall risk associated with serious health consequences such as hip or vertebral fractures or geriatric traumatic brain injury. Further, more sophisticated forms of balance training such as tai chi are felt to improve executive functioning by exercising the prefrontal lobe cortex motor fields. One major change to the CDC PAG-2 recommendations is that the prior recommendation for at least a 10 consecutive minute period of moderate to vigorous physical activity (termed “bouted MVPA”) has been dropped, as newer evidence shows positive effects for reduced metabolic syndrome with bouted and nonbouted but intense physical activity [15]. Because removal of the minimum 10 minute sustained duration guideline “encourages Americans to move more frequently throughout the day” [16], it has been well received as “a potential game-changer for boosting population-level physical activity...[as] people are now given permission to move in ways they prefer and that fit into their complex lives” [17].


2.2 Benefits of Exercise 


In addition to reducing the incidence of chronic illness which can impair healthy aging, positive changes from exercising to a therapeutic level include increase in brain volume, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), insulin sensitivity, cardiac health, heart rate variability, and healthy sleep and declines in blood pressure, LDL lipids, cancer risk, and risk of premature death [18,19,20] Psychological benefits of cardiovascular exercise to recommended levels include reduction in depression and anxiety and enhancement of self-esteem, self-efficacy, and quality of life [21,22,23,24]. Neurocognitive benefits have been identified for working memory, attentional processes and executive functioning [23,24,25,26,27]. Most promising, studies indicate that therapeutic exercise may decrease risk, onset time and/or effects of dementia [9,28,29] and may normalize brain EEG against age-related declines in resting alpha peak frequency [30].


2.3 Exercise Options


The type of cardiovascular exercise depends on one's initial fitness level and any comorbid medical illnesses. Weight-bearing exercises such as walking, jogging, running, or exercising on a treadmill or elliptical are highly recommended [10]. In persons with ambulatory, balance or joint problems, options include nonweight-bearing exercise such as a rowing machine, Tai chi or lower impact exercises such as water aerobics [28]. If medically tolerated, the newer approach of High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) optimizes time of work out, and may have benefits greater than steady-state exercise [31,32]. It is postulated that HIIT affects memory abilities mediated by the hippocampus and executive abilities mediated by the frontal cortex. However, research is only currently being conducted to investigate the role of HIIT on Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF) and other mechanisms to support this hypothesis [20]. Incidental physical activity in older adults, such as yard work, housework and caretaking for a spouse or family member has been found to increase cognitive performance and normalize resting state EEG when performed at a sufficiently high level of intensity. High levels of incidental physical activity are positively associated with cognition and EEG activity in aging [33].


3. Sleep


3.1 Sleep and Aging 


Normal aging adversely affects several parameters of sleep. Changes in sleep efficiency, total sleep time, and reductions in percentage of both Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep and slow wave sleep occurs [34]. These changes are usually associated with decrements in cognitive performance, such as attention, working memory, declarative memory, accuracy of performance, and reaction time [35]. Our modern lifestyles are in many ways incongruent with our evolutionary heritage for sleep. While body regulation may function optimally on a 24-hour circadian rhythm where we rise and sleep in line with the sun, technological advances and environmental changes have significantly disrupted our sleep-wake cycles and impinged on restful and restorative sleep. Many electrical devices (lights, TV’s, computers, Smart Phones) give off significant amounts of blue wavelength light in the electromagnetic spectrum. When the brain perceives light, either natural or man-made, the suprachiasmatic nucleus will not signal the pineal gland to release melatonin, needed to begin the sleep cycle. This effect is likely worse in older adults given their already reduced ability to produce and release melatonin. Fortunately, there are many behavioural interventions which can address sleep dysfunction in older adults beyond the exercise guidelines outlined above.


3.2 Benefits of Sleep Hygiene 


Normal aging adversely effects sleep onset and ability to reach deeper levels of restorative sleep. The primary behavioural intervention for primary insomnia is Cognitive Behavioural Therapy for Insomnia (CBT-I). CBT-I postulates that poor sleep involves cognitive distortions about sleep quality as well as poor sleep hygiene. Establishing and maintaining Sleep Hygiene includes implementation of simple behaviour changes such as: developing consistent times to go to bed and wake up, even on weekends; avoidance of daytime napping of greater than 15-20 minutes; restricted use of the bed for sleep and sex; and leaving the bedroom if sleep onset has not occurred within 20 minutes. Supportive approaches include reduction in late evening caffeine intake, alcohol consumption and stimulating exercise activities. The bedroom sleep environment can be modified to be more comfortable by using “black-out” shades or blinds; keeping the bedroom dark and cooled to about 65°F; wearing blue light blocking glasses several hours before bed; and minimizing electronics that emit blue light. Finally, sleep onset and maintenance can be enhanced by practicing relaxation approaches such as mindfulness meditation, listening to relaxation tapes, and self-hypnosis.


Of importance to the aging population is emerging research suggesting a strong role of deep restorative sleep and the prevention of Alzheimer’s Disease. A primary mechanism implicated is the newly-discovered glymphatic system in the brain that essentially washes the brain during deeper stages of sleep [36]. It is thought that this process removes amyloid-beta plaque by-products characteristically seen in Alzheimer’s. Implementation of sleep hygiene protocols may help offset reductions in deep slow wave delta sleep typically seen with aging, hopefully supporting this glymphatic clearance pathway.


4. Diet and Nutrition


While modern technology has adversely affected sleep quality, the modern diet has adversely affected basic health parameters, leading to increases in obesity and chronic illness. Such illnesses in the US and worldwide include diabetes, heart disease, stroke and some types of cancer [37]. As discussed, these illnesses can lead to abnormal brain aging, neurocognitive dysfunction, and poorer mental health. Among dietary approaches, adherence to the simple metabolic equation is a basic way to reduce the incidence of obesity: maintain an energy balance in which the number of calories consumed equals the number of calories used by the body for activities of daily living.


4.1 Benefits of Dietary Modification


While almost any dietary approach can be better than the modern commercial “fast food” diet, many commercial dietary systems focus on weight loss and not necessarily maintenance of a heart or brain healthy diet. A version of the Mediterranean diet, the “MIND” diet (Mediterranean –Dietary Approaches to stop hypertension) has been researched rigorously and found to reduce the incidence of abnormal brain neuropathology [38]. The MIND Diet has also been found to reduce the incidence of Dementia, and conversion of Mild Cognitive Impairment to Dementia [39,40]. The risk for Alzheimer’s disease was reduced when the MIND Diet was paired with exercise. Longevity was increased by an average of four years or longer in persons who developed Alzheimer’s while maintaining a healthy diet. On the other hand, a recent brain MRI study of older persons who survived mainly on a fast food commercial diet showed accelerated brain shrinkage, especially in the memory important hippocampus [41].


4.2 Dietary Guidelines and Caveats for Older Adults


As each person's dietary needs are individual due to a number of biological, social and medical factors, consultation with a registered dietitian or nutritionist is recommended to develop the best dietary plan. With this caveat in mind, research evidence generally associates positive health outcomes and reduced risk of heart disease, stroke and cancer with diets primarily made up of unprocessed foods such as fruits, vegetables, complex carbohydrates and healthy poly- and mono-unsaturated fats from sources such as nuts, seeds, olive oil, and avocados. While the Ketogenic diet (a high fat, low carbohydrate, modest protein diet) has shown efficacy in epilepsy and migraine, it has not been sufficiently researched in dementia or brain trauma and intuitively, it may not be beneficial. Similarly, Intermittent Fasting is a promising area of dietary research that involves time-restricted eating or fasting over a period of hours within a day, or days within a week. Two popular approaches are the 16/8 and 5:2 methods. In mice, where most of the research has been conducted, restricted eating improved neural connections in the hippocampus, which is instrumental in memory. Intermittent fasting may thus be a promising intervention for middle age persons adopting patterns to improve current health and minimize future risk of age-related neurocognitive decline. However, it should be noted that the Alzheimer’s Association does not recommend fasting for older persons, who may already be eating a diet altered by age-related changes in senses of smell and taste, and may become physically vulnerable due to improper nutrition. Similar concerns were noted for intermittent fasting for older persons with dementia and Parkinson’s disease [39].


5. Neurofeedback and Other Brain Training


One biological measure of the functional activity of the human brain is the electroencephalogram (EEG). In normal aging, the EEG reflects changes which are felt to parallel decrements in intellectual abilities and cognitive processing in older adults. There is some controversy about whether these measured processes are normal variants of aging, or actually reflect a neuropathological process. Nevertheless, common findings on the EEG in older adults are characterized by "slowing of the alpha rhythm, increase in slow waves, and focal disturbance" [42]. These electrical measures are felt to reflect slowing of cognitive processing, decrements in working memory and executive functioning, and inter-hemispheric and intra-hemispheric communication difficulties. Neurofeedback and Brain Training approaches discussed below are utilized to modify EEG patterns correlated with adverse neurocognitive effects of aging.


5.1 Background on Neurofeedback


Traditionally, the EEG is a tool of clinical neurology which uses the International 10-20 topographic system to noninvasively measure the amplitude of four broad frequency bands over specific cortical brain sites, primarily to view significant pathology such as epilepsy, tumours, brain injury or metabolic disturbance. The EEG proceeded modern neuroimaging techniques such as CT, MRI and PET scans by decades. Since the 1960s, biological processes in the body have been monitored, including heart rate, respiration, muscle tension, skin conductance, skin temperature, and more recently the EEG. A representation of these processes can be fed back to the person being monitored in the form of auditory and/or visual stimuli. In biofeedback (BFB) interventions, in addition to monitoring such stimuli, the individual is taught through an operant conditioning paradigm to increase or decrease the amount of a signal reflecting the biological process, with the goal of improving health and/or optimizing performance. BFB approaches have been well documented for basic physiological processes such as headache from excessive muscle tension or cold hands from peripheral vascular constriction. Neurofeedback (NFB) involves monitoring and modifying brainwave activity as detected on the EEG.


5.2 Benefits of Neurofeedback


Neurofeedback interventions are currently being applied to altering the usual neuroelectro-physiologic changes seen in normal aging, as well as abnormal processes such as dementia. While initially NFB focused on one brain EEG site, it has since expanded to be used with multiple sites, and in both static and dynamic domains. Doing so, NFB treatment can help reverse the slowing of the alpha rhythm by focusing on one to four brain sites [43,44]. It also can normalize neuro-electrical activity at multiple sites simultaneously, thereby increasing efficient activation and communication throughout the cerebral cortex. This latter technique focuses training on four to nineteen brain sites and is called Live Z Score Training [44].


There is promising research suggesting neurofeedback can improve cognition in the elderly [45]. Neurofeedback to enhance cognitive functioning and to counter the effects of aging has been referred to as ‘‘brain brightening’’ [46,47]. Other research suggests a positive correlation between excessive slow brainwave (theta) activity and mild cognitive impairment or dementia [48]. Two studies found neurofeedback training that involved the inhibition of theta activity in participants aged 60-85 led to improved cognitive performances on neuropsychological tests such as verbal comprehension, attention, orienting, recognition memory, and executive functions [49,50]. Anecdotal evidence suggests that NFB paired with aerobic exercise may further reduce neurocognitive decline in the elderly.


While most traditional physiologic biofeedback interventions have not shown promise for reducing age-related cognitive decline, passive Infrared hemoencephalography (pIR HEG) biofeedback using sensors positioned proximally over the forehead and distal from the frontal lobes measure temperature as an indirect measurement of frontal blood flow. Increasing blood flow and frontal temperature is thought to reflect increased activation of the frontal cortices. In normal ageing, there are cellular atrophy and microvascular changes felt to diminish higher level cortical functions, such as executive abilities and working memory [51]. pIR HEG is an non-invasive , easy intervention which may help with these critical functions in normal aging or pathological conditions [52].


6. Transcranial Neuromodulation Interventions 


Neuromodulation therapies allow focused delivery of modifying agents (e.g. electrical, optical or chemical signals) to targeted areas of the nervous system in order to improve neural function. Neuromodulation differs from traditional neurofeedback by directing stimuli into the brain, rather than passively monitoring the brain’s signals, and changing their frequency and/or intensity by operant conditioning and self-regulation strategies.


6.1 Transcranial Photobiomodulation


A promising area of clinical research in the prevention of neurocognitive decline is the use transcranial photobiomodulation (aka Low Level Light Therapy or LLLT), which involves the non-invasive application of near infrared (NIR) light (typically 810 nm) to a person’s head. NIR, at a specific pulse wavelength, has been shown to penetrate the scalp and skull to the cerebral cortex. One wears a headset with four groups of light emitting diodes that focus on hubs of the important Default Mode Network, a network of brain electrical activity for awareness, cognition and consciousness. Photobiomodulation is thought to enhance mitochondrial function (and therefore ATP production) and reduce neuronal apoptosis in human and animal cells [53]. The postulated mechanism of action for photobiomodulation is increased cerebral oxygenation, which serves to activate neuronal repair and growth while reducing inflammation [54].


6.2 Benefits of Transcranial Photobiomodulation


There is increasing evidence that transcranial photobiomodulation may be effective in the treatment of neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases [54,55,56,57]. In addition there is evidence that the application of NIR to the cerebral cortex can improve mood and cognitive functions in healthy subjects, including enhancing reaction time, attention, memory, and executive functions, all areas that normally decline with advancing age [58,59,60,61].


6.3 Other Transcranial Neuromodulation Interventions


Chemical neuromodulation involves the use of traditional psychopharmacology, which is beyond the scope of this article. Older neuromodulation approaches include electrical and electromagnetic stimulation of the brain through wearable sensors. While this technology has applications for mood disorders such as anxiety and depression, it has not shown efficacy in age-related neurocognitive decline nor in the dementias.


7. Other Approaches to Support Healthy Aging


7.1 Sauna Benefits


The use of saunas for improving overall health has been an area of recent scientific investigation. There is increasing empirical evidence that regular sauna use of at least two to three times per week for 20 minutes at a temperature of 174 F in conventional saunas (and likely less with infrared saunas) may be associated with reduced overall mortality [62], blood pressure [63], and risk of stroke [64], cardiac disease [62], respiratory diseases [65], and Alzheimer’s disease or other causes of dementia [66]. The mechanisms are not completely understood but appear to be related to a reduction in inflammation, blood pressure, insulin resistance, and arterial stiffness in the brain and body [67]. In addition, it is assumed that regular sauna use has effects on hormones such as growth hormone and insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) which promote muscle and body repair and increase neurogenesis. Heat stress from sauna use also increases BDNF when combined with exercise. BDNF increases the growth of new brain cells, the survival of existing neurons, and neuroplasticity, which may lead to increasing cognitive reserve. There is also evidence that exposure to heat via saunas can have positive effects on psychological health [68]. This is likely due to increased release and storage of norepinephrine, which can improve cognitive functions such as attention, and prolactin found to be associated with myelination.


7.2 Supplements


A number of supplements have been studied in hopes to improve health and reduce the effects of aging. The most conservative view regarding supplementation is that supplements are needed only if one is deficient in a certain vitamin or mineral needed for optimal metabolism, and these cannot be obtained through a healthy diet. However, other healthcare providers aggressively recommend supplements. A cautious middle position is that supplements with an adequate evidence base may be useful when used as part of a comprehensive, well monitored healthcare plan. Among the most researched supplements are various precursors to the coenzyme nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+), including components of vitamin B3 such as niacinamide and nicotinamide riboside. NAD+ has been found to decline with age [69], and associated with various age-related diseases [70]. NAD+ has been found to activate anti-aging enzymes such as sirtuins, enzymes that help repair damaged DNA (e.g., PARPs), improve age-related decline in the circadian rhythm [71], and improve mitochondrial health [72]. In addition, healthy NAD+ levels may protect the brain against axonal degeneration [73], and improve cognitive function or slow the progression of Alzheimer’s disease in animal models [74]. Levels of Vitamins D and B-12 are routinely measured in regular physical examinations, given their contribution to physical and cognitive health.


The purported health benefits of red wine are thought to be primarily the result of the polyphenol antioxidant resveratrol that is found in the vines and skin of red grapes. Resveratrol, also available as a supplement, has been found to improve mitochondrial function in animal models [75,76], and may play a role in preventing Alzheimer’s disease [77]. However, the research is contradictory. The recommendation of alcohol use is also controversial. In a recent editorial in the British Medical Journal, Welch notes memory problems from hippocampal atrophy with alcohol use in a dose dependent manner and no health benefit for light drinkers over abstainers [78].


8. Conclusion


Normal aging does not inevitably portend acquisition of chronic health problems and faltering mental acuity. As we have attempted to show, avoidance of certain unhealthy habits and behaviors and adoption of healthy habit and behavioural alternatives can foster good mental and neurocognitive health throughout the lifespan. Resistance to societal pressure, aggressive commercial marketing and immediate gratification in favour of healthier alternatives does require some self-discipline or self-regulation, but ultimately yields health rewards. As discussed, mounting research evidence supports identification of Exercise, Sleep and Diet/Nutrition as core health modifiers for healthy living at any age. Following specific cardiovascular exercise guidelines, implementing sleep hygiene strategies to improve restorative sleep, and maintaining a brain and heart healthy diet can forestall or minimize the normal physical and mental decline often associated with aging. Adjunct activities and complementary interventions such as neurofeedback, neuromodulation, sauna and supplements are also being investigated and show some promise for healthy physical and neurocognitive aging. Ironically, despite impressive and expensive advances in neuroimaging and genetics and their contribution to the neuroscientific study of Alzheimer’s and dementia, research supports behavioural and basic health strategies as most efficacious in a neuroprotective capacity. Behavioural and complementary interventions, coupled with a positive attitude and a supportive community, may help optimize physical and neurocognitive abilities throughout the lifespan.
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